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Presidents Message
   With the help of my fellow OF4WD board members I am very pleased to bring you the new   
   OF4WD Newsletter. 

   Working to maintain our access to trails is job one but we cannot forget the need to keep a good  
   communication going with you, our membership. To be effective in our role representing you  
   in front of Government and others, we need to present reasoned and reasonable arguments,   
   but to add weight to those arguments we need to show strength and unity. As a group we need  
   to communicate, share information, ideas and expertise. We need to pool our resources. We 
need to coordinate our efforts to achieve maximum benefit. If we don’t establish good communication, those broader goals 
won’t be achieved. The newsletter is a small, but I believe important step in improving our communication to you. I encour-
age you to provide us with your feedback. You can send an initial email to me or any one of the board members. Contact 
details can be found on the OF4WD web page. 
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Whilst I believe our representation to government and other trail organizations has been effective and achieved results for 
the 4x4 community, we must continue to listen, observe and respond to what is going on out there and adapt our strategy 
accordingly.

We have seen a growth in the number of signed and “managed” trails. This is no surprise given the Ontario Government’s 
push to promote trails under the Ontario Trail Strategy, the new funding and particularly the increased activity of various 
trail organizations. Our concern however is that these signs are appearing on public lands and on trails that we also use. 
These signs are only being informally sanctioned. Whilst we do not wish to interfere with other trail organizations activi-
ties, this does present a potential future threat over claim to trail We will be working to address this. See comments under 
Legislative review below.

This is not a new message from the OF4WD, but it is one worth repeating. An important first step is we need to document 
our trail inventory, in particular where it overlaps with other trail users that have also staked their claim. Please see the 
item below on our trail mapping project. 

I strongly believe the OF4WD, with your continued guidance, is the best way forward. We currently have a membership 
of over 800, but we need to grow that number as much as possible. The cost of annual membership is less than a tank of 
gas. Please encourage others to join and get involved 
 
Peter Wood.
President, OF4WD         

OF4WD News
OF4WD Board of Director changes
Due to personal circumstances, primarily moving to a new area, Lee Campbell resigned his position. In Lee’s place we 
have brought on board Kevin Adnitt, aka British Bulldog, the man at the helm of Jeep Kings. In addition, we are also lucky 
to have Chris Niles. Until recently, Chris was the President of the Durham 4x4 club but has set this aside so he can make 
time to help the greater 4x4 community. Chris is also a fellow board member on the Ontario Trails Council.

AGM plus club heads meeting
This is not finalized/booked yet but will likely be March 29th at the Appleby Ice Centre. Please mark your calendars. 

For the first time we will also schedule a pre-meeting with the club heads. This is primarily for the benefit of the club 
heads. It is an opportunity for them to discuss their issues/concerns and ideas. 
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    OF4WD website
    Watch out… we have a shiny new look waiting in the wings. 
    We hope to get this up and running in the not too distant future.

Trail mapping project
To protect your access to the trails we need to know where they are. If other trails organizations are making claim to trails 
on Crown Land and we do not also state our claim then there is the potential risk that eventually that trail could be listed/
classified with our use omitted. 

We have had a fairly luke warm response to this so far. To be fair, the request has only gone out to the club heads a few 
months ago and we did not actively push this. We will be raising this for discussion at the club heads meeting, pre AGM..

Legislative Review
Discussion is beginning to focus around a Provincial Trails Act. This is viewed by the Ministries and their advisors as a 
less problematic way of introducing certain measures. Changing the Public Lands Act is more difficult as the legislation 
has a much broader scope. Please note that we need to be extremely vigilant here.

It is no surprise that a Trails Act will favour trail organizations that already have a defined, recognized trail infrastructure. 
By way of example please see the Nova Scotia Trails Act http://www.gov.ns.ca/legislature/legc/statutes/trails.htm

 
Extracts from the above NS Trails Act :  
 
Designation of trail  

 5 (1) The Governor in Council, upon the recommendation of the Minister, may designate a trail over Crown land 
or, with the written consent of the landowner or occupier, over privately owned land.
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Prohibited activities
 
 (6) No person shall, while using a trail, engage in an activity which is prohibited by notice or engage in an activity   
other than one which is permitted.
 
Retention of traditional uses of trail
 
 (16) The designation by the Governor in Council of a trail or the prescribing by the Governor in Council of the 
recreational use to which a trail or parts thereof may be put does not restrict traditional or prior uses of the trail, unless 
prohibited by the Minister. R.S., c. 476, s. 16.

Establishing prior use will be an important measure we need to take. However, we do need to be aware of potential con-
cerns, opinions over what constitutes compatible uses.

Oh by the way, did I mention we have a trail mapping project on the go ?  ;-)

Trail News
Queen Elizabeth II Wildlands Provincial Park
Trails : Coopers Falls/Victoria Falls, Anson Mountain, Minden Hydro Line to Snake Lake. 

In 1999 the Ontario Government released their Ontario’s Living Legacy Land Use Strategy to guide the future planning 
and management of Crown lands in central and parts of northern Ontario. A major part of the strategy was the intent to es-
tablish 378 new protected areas (Parks) that would come under the control of Ontario Parks. Queen Elizabeth II Wildlands 

Provincial Park (QEII Park) in the Haliburton 
area is just one of those parks.

This is an important campaign for us to 
tackle as not only would it affect 4x4 access 
to these important trails, which people have 
been using for over 30 years, but the final 
management plan has the potential to be 
somewhat precedent setting, influencing 
management plans in other areas.
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As part of the standard management planning process Ontario Parks implemented an Interrim Management Plan which 
will remain in effect until the final management plan can be implemented. Ontario Parks chose to preclude our traditional 
use of trails in the Park under this plan.  However, to complete the management planning process Ontario Parks need to 
develop the previously mentioned Final Management plan. The required process to complete this plan includes stakehold-
er involvement, public consultation and in the case of QEII, guidance from a Public Advisory Committee (PAC). 

This has been a long and hard campaign for the OF4WD. The initial application letter for a seat on the PAC was sent over 
four years ago now, which was refused/appealed to Managing Director of Ontario Parks and refused again. Subsequently 
we have been at this in many forms consistently since then, including a number of meetings with Ontario Parks manage-
ment, a recent meeting with the PAC and a lot of correspondence and phone calls. Our campaign even included a formal 
meeting with the Honourable Donna Cansfield, Minster of Natural Resources at Queens Park this year. We received an 
understanding and supportive reception from the Minister. 
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All we have been asking for is fair consideration and opportunity. I strongly believe the OF4WD has presented a very rea-
sonable set of requests and provided a robust case for their adoption. Based on recent communication with Ontario Parks 
I am hopeful that the Management Options report will reflect those comments. The Management Options report will likely 
released to the public in the next few months. 

You can rest assured we will continue to vigorously pursue this as the process rolls on. This is a fight we will take all the 
way…

Larose Forest
Larose Forest used to be a popular area with the 4x4 wheeling community around Ottawa. The 25,000 acre forest is locat-
ed east of Ottawa and is under the control of the United Counties of Prescott Russell.  The council offices are in L’Original 
and represent eight local communities in the area. 

UCPR went through a recent management planning exercise with the stated aims of the Protection and Development.

Currently all motorized uses except Snow-
mobile and ATV (OFATV members) are 
banned from the Forest under municipal 
bylaw, BY-LAW NUMBER 2007-18. The 
bylaw is stated as being temporary until the 
management planning exercise has been 
completed. 

Despite the efforts of a local 4WD club the 
UCPR were unwilling to move from the 
position that 4WD access will continue to be 
barred. The OF4WD became engaged. Ini-
tially we were presented with the same clear 
statement along with a series of photographs 
taken from a 4WD club’s web site citing this 
as evidence of why 4WD access has been 
banned. After some reasoned argument 
UCPR agreed to meet with representatives 
of the OF4WD. That meeting took place in 
March this year. We met with 3 of the local 
mayors from the United Counties of Prescott 
Russell and the Forester. We answered all 
their stated concerns and I think they would 
agree that we pitched a well reasoned and 
strong case that they were hard pressed to 
find fault with. 
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Our initial fears however were confirmed when, in the  absence of any reasoned argument against, one of the mayors was 
honest enough to conclude with “we were to talking to the wall in his eyes”. 

A copy of the presentation can be found under the reference section of the OF4WD members web site along with a more 
detailed report from the meeting.

Reminder: Please see our “Policy on posted images” document under the reference section of the OF4WD Members web 
site.

Lingham Lake and surrounding area
Public land use in Ontario is governed by three MNR Regions under which are exist MNR Districts. The bulk of that land 
also comes under subordinate management of 48 Forest Management Units. As part of their operation they need to de-
velop and maintain Forest Management Plans. These plans are subject to public consultation. 

Mazinaw-Lanark Forest Inc. are currently in stage 1, phase 1 of their 2011- 2021 Management plan. This area covers 
Lingham Lake and the hydro line plus a number of other trails. 

The OF4WD have already approached the MNR and requested a seat on the Local Citizens Committee.  

Please look out for an update in the next edition of the OF4WD Newsletter.
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Camp NL 2008
Well another year has passed and with Camp NL 2008 in the bag it proved 
to be both fun and full of great memories, who could forget the “Bush Pig Mug”?

This year we saw an unprecedented amount of rain, the wetness never really 
left the trails and this made even the simplest trail rating climb by a level and 
some of the higher level 4 trails impossible except for those rigs
fully geared with front and rear lockers.  We received some very good media 
coverage this year in the Minden Times and Difflock Magazine, which highlighted 
the family aspects of our event.

300+ participants attended the event and was a sound success! Saturday evening saw a huge draw with tons donated 
prizes. A huge thank you goes out to all our sponsors and Courtney Trousdale for all the hard work
getting them on-board.

Our Charity the Haliburton Highlands medical center received a donation from the event of $3,020.00 and we can feel 
good knowing that this money will help this facility grow in a community and region we all go and play in.

Preparations for camp NL 2009 are already in the works and all the hard work that went into 2008’s event is being put into 
2009 from the same great volunteers on your Camp NL committee.

Dates for Camp NL 2009 will be announced at the AGM in the new year so come on out and see what the OF4WD is do-
ing for your trail rights, re-new your membership because as you all know members get first crack at spots at Camp NL.

Liam Goudy
Director OF4WD
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Club Profile 
 
Pit Boyz– Not Only Do We Wheel Together… WE ARE FAMILY!

That is the motto of the Pit Boyz.  In 2004, six people with a dream of becoming more involved in the off-road community 
met in a garage and formed a club called the Pit Boyz (the garage happened to have a mechanics pit – hence the name).  
The club now has two divisions – the Pit Boyz and the Pit Girlz.  

In 2005, the focus changed from a pure wheeling group to a club that could help promote and contribute to the off-road 
community. It started by becoming a standing member club of the Northern Lights Association (OF4WD). With the support 
OF4WD, it started promoting the off-road community like no other club has undertaken. Through wheeling events, clean-
ups and social activities, the club showed communities that big trucks are not just for trails but that the people that drive 
them do care about their communities. The club has formed lasting friendships with other members, community leaders 
and other groups that continue to strengthen.

This is not a large club but a club that supports its members and promotes involvement.  The club welcomes its members 
to get their families involved, from the oldest to the youngest.  

In 2006, the club was honored with the Northern Lights Award for its participation and involvement within the off-road com-
munity.  This award meant a lot to all of the club members.  

The club believes in participation, involvement and goodwill between the communities and other clubs to ensure the suc-
cess of the sport. From involvement in community events to supporting its members - that is what the Pit Boyz and Pit 
Girlz are all about. Today, it continues its positive contribution to the communities by participating in events such as the 
Bobcaygeon Canada Day/Veterans Parade, Run for Breast Cancer Charity Car Washes, Adopt a Road/Earth Day Clean-
ups, numerous Trail Clean-ups and the Ontario Rock Crawl Competition.  Every year the club seeks out new ventures to 
participate in.   
  
For 2009, the club has committed in carrying on its legacy with participation and goodwill within the communities. The Pit 
Boyz and Pit Girlz are all about giving back to the communities they live and play in.

Randy Shepherd�� 
Director OF4WD 
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Duncan’s Corner
In the upcoming newsletters I will be writing articles on recovery 
techniques and the care and maintenance of your equipment. 

Some points to consider with a new winch install

Mounting the solenoid…  One thing to keep in mind with any 
winch that you have is to protect the solenoid as these are 
generally the most vulner¬able and common causes for winch 
failure. A good idea is to have the solenoid box relocated under 
the hood. This keeps it protected from the elements and to a 
certain extent mud and water etc. 

Don’t Forget … The life of the cable is directly related to the use and care it receives. Once you have the winched installed 
on your vehicle, it is a good idea to re-spool the cable on the winch drum under tension, at least 500lbs. If you don’t do 
this there is a risk that the outer wraps will draw into the inner wraps and damage the cable during winching. 
For this initial re-spool, start with 4-5 wraps of line on the drum. Be very careful when you have your hands in the proxim-
ity of the drum/line, by using the wireless remote this makes it a little easier for spooling in. Once you have the 5 wraps 
taught on the drum you can then proceed to spool in.  It is recommended that you have about 500lbs load on the winch 
when you do this operation. (Leave your vehicle in neutral with slight brake pressure to allow a smooth even pull.) This is 
a lot easier with 2 people but it is easy enough for a single person to do. 

A few quick tips on maintenance 

   To avoid solenoid problems... You should operate your winch on a bi-weekly basis. You only   
   have to  spool out 4-5 Feet and then wind it in to its original position. This will help make sure you   
   don’t end up with a “Clicky Solenoid” (com¬mon failure). 
   Also by spooling bi-weekly it sends an electrical current through the contacts which helps prevent   
   any moisture and minimizes corrosion on the contacts. 
   Another good practice is to coat the winch motor posts (terminals) with either a lithium type   
   grease or Vaseline before sliding the colour coded rubber boots over them.

Wire rope maintenance… The lubrication ropes receive during manufacture is adequate only for initial storage and the 
early stages of the rope’s service life.
It is important to lubricate the rope as part of your regular maintenance program. Never apply heavy grease to the rope 
because it can trap excessive grit, which can damage the rope. Nor should you apply used “engine oil” because it con-
tains materials that can damage the rope. A good all purpose lubricant for this application would be chain saw oil. The 
lubricant applied should be of the type that does not hinder visual inspection. The surface of some ropes may become 
covered with dirt, rock dust or other material during their operation. This can prevent field-applied lubricants from properly 
penetrating into the rope, so it’s a good practice to clean these ropes before you lubricate them.
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You can apply lubricant by using one of three methods: drip it on rope, spray it on or brush it on. In all cases, you should 
apply it at a place where the rope is bending, such as around a pulley block. We recommend you apply it at the top of the 
bend because that’s where the rope’s strands are spread by bending and are more easily penetrated.
In addition, pressure lubricators are available commercially. Your rope’s service life will be directly proportional to the ef-
fectiveness of the method you use and the amount of lubricant that reaches the rope’s working parts
Avoid corrosion... At this time it is recommended that you also apply a thin protective coating of oil on all chrome parts and 
hardware on your winch (chrome spacer bars and brackets/fairleads etc). 
In addition to this it would be a good time to check the posts (terminals) from your motor to make sure the lithium grease/
Vaseline etc is keeping the mud and moisture off the posts. The rubber boots are notorious for trapping wet mud inside 
them. These are just a few basic pointers in the maintenance and operation of a winch.  It is in no way a detailed how to, 
but rather just some basic guidelines for winch owners.

Duncan Robinson
OF4WD Director 

Keyboard corner

This is intended as a quick tips section that may help you with your Winter keyboard wheeling. 
We have had a lot of problems with getting email to you, mainly because it gets marked as junk or spam email so gets 
intercepted before it reaches your inbox. You can help by marking our domain as trusted sender. Help us stay in touch, 
please add @of4wd.com domain to your safe senders list :

- if you use Outlook see, (http://email.about.com/od/outlooktips/qt/et110505.htm)
- if you use Sympatico / hotmail see (http://safety.sympatico.msn.ca/msnsafety/msnhotmail.aspx#spamfilters2)
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A Big thanks to Our Sponsors
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